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Cable float level switch uses one-step shaping injection molding with substantial structure, 
cheap price and long lifetime. It has very good effect for long distance, multiple level control 
and switch control of submerged pump or liquid with grain or block. Certainly it is also useful 
for normal liquid. It is widely used in the sewage treatment of all industrial fields.

Cable float level switch can adjust the liquid level in barrel, trough or well. It can be freely 
adjusted, easy to operate, convenient to install, safe and reliable, and exempted from 
maintenance. It can resist sewage and then be widely used in the pools of household, 
factories and mines etc. and also used in ponds, barrels, troughs and tanks with oil, acid 
and alkali. CF-P type uses micro switch as connection output, and its contact capacity 
5A/250VAC can start the motor equipment directly; CF-S type uses reed switch as connec-
tion output, contact capacity is 2A/250VAC. CF-P type uses European standard (HAR) 
rubber cable and has good weather resistance and long service life; CF-S type uses high 
temperature silicone soft cable and has good capability of corrosion resistance and high 
temperature resistance. Cable float level switch has simple structure, and it's exempted 
from maintenace, and can be used for both waste and clean water. Cable length could be 
customized.

Cable Float Level 
Switch
CF

Product series

Heavy hammer
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Product structure diagram (for reference)

Installation instructions

Technical specifications Operation schematic diagram

Plastic type

Metal type Special customized plastic type

Rated current:

Rated power:

Working temperature:

Control accuracy:

Working pressure:

Application medium:

Cable length 

CF-P voltage : 8A 250V, 5A 380V
CF-S voltage: (2A) 250VAC, (2A) 200VDC

CF-P : 10℃～ 80(plastic);
CF-S : 10 ～ 150(stainless steel);

CF-P: 0.5MPa;
CF-S: 3.0MPa;
Clean water, waste water, oil as well as acid or 
alkali liquid below moderate concentration
Standard length is 4M, special length can be 
customized

<1kw;

±0.05m
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Related sizes for installation

For correct action, float 
operation length “a” must be 
less than the distance “A” 
between slurry wall and cable. 
To protect motor, the lowest 
water level “d” controlled by float 
must be higher than the lowest 
water level “D” in the pump.

Notice 1:

It must keep a suitable distance 
between the installation location 
and the water inlet to prevent 
the float switch from being 
inhaled by water inlet.

Notice 2:

It must keep a suitable distance 
between the installation location 
and the water inlet to avoid 
incorrect sensing caused by 
crushing water; if it cannot be 
avoided, anti-wave pipe or 
anti-wave board can be added 
to improve the condition.

lowest 
position 
of float

lowest 
postion 
of liquid
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Combination application

Selection table

various junction boxes for option
flange could be customized

various junction boxes for option
flange could be customized

customized

lacing

fixed cable

heavy hammer

cable

Plastic combination Metal combination

CF: Singlecable float ball (direct outlet); ZCF: Multiplecable float balls’ combination

P: Plastic; S:Stainless steel; W: Environmental friendly and mercury free

1: 1; 2: 2(and so on)

XXXX: Unit mm

Vacant: No; (Options: NG,NF,SA)

Product series

Float ball m
aterial

Float ball num
bers

C
able length

Junction box


